Ultraviolet-sensitive syndrome cells are defective in transcription-coupled repair of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers.
Patients with ultraviolet-sensitive syndrome (UV(S)S) are sensitive to sunlight, but present neither developmental nor neurological deficiencies. Complementation studies with hereditary DNA repair syndromes show that UV(S)S is distinct from all known xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) and Cockayne syndrome (CS) groups. UV(S)S cells exhibit some characteristics typical of CS, including normal global genomic (GGR) repair of UV-photoproducts, poor clonal survival and defective recovery of RNA synthesis after UV exposure. Those observations have led us to suggest that UV(S)S cells, like those from CS, are defective in transcription-coupled repair (TCR) of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD). We have now examined the repair of CPD in the transcribed and non-transcribed strands of the active dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and p53 genes, and of the silent alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and mid-size neurofilament (NF-M) genes in normal human cells and in cells belonging to UV(S)S and CS complementation group B. Our results provide compelling evidence that the UV(S)S gene is essential for TCR of CPD and probably other bulky DNA lesions. As a possible distinction between UV(S)S and CS patients, we postulate that the UV(S)S gene may not be required for TCR of oxidative lesions. We have also found that repair of CPD in either DNA strand of the genomic fragments examined, occurs at a slower rate in TCR-deficient cells than in the non-transcribed strands in normal cells; we suggest that in the absence of TCR, global repair complexes have hindered access to lesions in genomic regions that extend beyond individual transcription units.